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Towards the end of each year, it becomes quite common to see your Instagram feed filled with people of the nine most popular posts of the year. It's a fun way to look back at your biggest moments, and thankfully make your own Top 9 a lot easier than you probably thought. First, we need to download an app called Top
Nine. Open the Google Play store. Search Top 9. Click on an app called Top Nine for Instagram. Set it up. With Top Nine now set, it's time to actually see what your best posts of the year have been! Use your Instagram username. Use an email address associated with your Instagram account. Click Find My Top Nine.
Click Save for photos. Give Top Nine access to your photos/files. Share it on Instagram! This beam of your 9 best photos is saved as a single file, which means you can share it on Instagram as you would with any other photo. What were your best 9 posts of the year? One of the most frequently requested features of
Instagram over the years has been the dark mode, and now, it's finally here. Instagram quietly rolled out the feature on iOS and Android last night. Dark mode arrived on Instagram for iOS 13. The wait is over. Just update the iPhone app. The dark mode on Instagram is enabled with iOS 13 settings. #AppleEvent
pic.twitter.com/RscAiy2Lav - Apple News (@iosname2) October 8, 2019 And it couldn't be easier to use. All you have to do is make sure you download the latest version of Instagram and that your iPhone runs iOS 13 and your Android phone runs Android 10. The dark mode on Instagram respects the dark mode settings
on both operating systems, so the second time you switch to dark mode in iOS 13 or Android 10, your Instagram app will also switch to dark mode. There is no way to switch the dark Instagram mode on and off in the app itself. To enable system dark mode on iOS 13 (and thus on Instagram): Go to the Settings app, click
Display and click Dark. To turn on the system dark mode on Android 10 (and therefore Instagram, too): Go to the Settings app, tap the display, and click dark them. And of course, people couldn't be happier about the dark mode, as evidenced by all the posts on Twitter about it. The dark mode finally comes to
???????????? (Instagram app update on iOS13 hasn't come through on my Android devices so far) pic.twitter.com/hlR1ccnrjw - Safwan Ahmed Mia (@SuperSaf) October 8, 2019 DARK MODE NO INSTAGRAM YESSSSSSSSSS pic.twitter.com/CW85ElqQNR - insta: LUCASAPE (@lucasape) October 8, 2019 looking
at instagram photos with a dark mode on it Better now wow pic.twitter.com/EqZNZE9UwC - BRYANT (@BryantEslava) October 8, 2019 If you find yourself squinting and straining your eyes, looking at Instagram on your device in the dark, you may know to turn on the dark mode mode Instagram's dark mode is just a
darkened theme for the app layout. Instead of a light background with dark text that you see on a standard light theme, the dark mode changes it, making the background dark and textual light. Dark mode is ideal for viewing Instagram in dark conditions, such as at night or in low light. This helps to reduce eye strain. You
can also increase the screen brightness to 100% in dark mode without draining the device's battery. Dark mode only affects the background, text, and some layout features (such as buttons and icons) on Instagram. None of the colors in the images or videos you see will be changed. Follow these instructions if you're
using the Instagram app on your iPhone or iPad. Click on the Settings app from the home screen. Scroll down and touch the display and brightness. Under the look, click Dark. You should notice that the background of the screen darkens and the text comes out light. The inclusion of dark mode from the device settings
means that some other apps will also look dark, not just Instagram. If you want to turn on dark mode only on Instagram, you'll have to sit tight and wait until this feature is released on the Instagram app for iOS. It is currently only available for the Android version. Get Out Settings and open the Instagram app. It should look
dark with light text. To turn off the dark mode, repeat the steps one and two above, and then select Light. Follow these instructions if you use the Instagram app on your Android device. Access to device settings from the home screen (or from the screen of all apps, bar Favorites or quick settings). Tap the display. Click
the Dark Theme button. The background of the screen will darken and the text will be lit up. The inclusion of dark mode from the device settings means that other apps will also appear dark, in addition to Instagram. If you only want Instagram to be dark, you can do so from the Instagram app by moving to your profile by
clicking the menu icon, clicking Settings, clicking the theme and selecting Dark. Get Out Settings and open the Instagram app. It must appear dark. To turn off the dark mode, repeat the steps one and two above, and then press the Dark Mode button to turn it off. how to enable dark mode in instagram android 9. how to
get dark mode on instagram android 9
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